Professional Organizations

- American Academy of Religion
- American Institute of Indian Studies
- American Institute of Iranian Studies
- American Institute of North African Studies
- The Center for Academic Shi’a Studies
- The Institute of Turkish Studies
- Middle East Studies Association
- The Institute of Ismaili Studies
- South Asian Studies Association
- Southeast Regional Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies

Professional Development and Funding Opportunities

- Chronicle of Higher Education
- Database of Successful Fellowship Applications – Emory Course Reserves
- Dissertation Fellowship Database: Academic Wiki
- Emory Fellowship Postings – Internal and External
- Emory Grant Writing Program
- IRIS Search Engine and Fellowship Database
- Job Postings in Religious Studies: Academic Wiki
- Post-Doctoral Fellowships in Humanities and the Social Sciences: Academic Wiki

Resources for Research in Islamic Civilizations

- Center for Muslim-Jewish Engagement
- Compendium of Muslim Texts
- Istanbul Center for Cultural Understanding
- MIT Open Course Ware
- Princeton Digital Library of Islamic Manuscripts
- Resources on Islam and Islamic Studies
- West African Arabic Manuscript Database
- Yale Silk Road Database
- Lost Islamic History

Resources for Language Study

- Aswaat Arabiya “Arabic Voices”
- Center for Arabic Study Abroad – University of Texas, Austin
- Middlebury Language Institute – Arabic Program
- Hans-Wehr Arabic Dictionary Online
- Farsi Language Resources – Kings College, London
- Farsi Links – Digital Dialects
- Persian Grammar and Resources – University of Texas, Austin
- Turkish Language Resources – Princeton
- Turkish Culture and Language – UCLA
- Urdu Online Resources – King’s College, London